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By Todd Smith

Adding Modern Traditional
Bows to Your Store’s Arsenal

B

owhunters are an adventurous breed. To us the challenge
of the hunt is more important
than whether we’re dragging out a
trophy at the end of the day. Don’t
get me wrong, we like our trophies.
The bigger the better, but we’re
bowhunters first and foremost. We
measure our true success by the difficulties
and
challenges
we
encounter and overcome along the
way. The more difficult the climb, the

sweeter the view at the top, that’s
how we look at it. We can’t help it, it’s
in our blood.
Bowhunters share a hunger for
challenging themselves. They live for
matching wits with the game they
pursue and the thrill of the hunt. It
makes perfect sense then that the
need for new challenges is ever present and as such bowhunters are

constantly searching for whatever
will test their skills and enrich their
bowhunting adventures. For these
reasons
many
compound
bowhunters eventually add longbows and/or recurves to their arsenal. Sure the effective range of a traditional bow is shorter than that of a
compound but there’s a mantra in
traditional circles that says: “Tell
me how close you got, not how far
you shot.” Getting close is tough
but it’s a guaranteed adrenaline
dump! To many bowhunters, the
getting close challenge becomes
more exciting than the shot itself. If
you like the feeling of knowing your
shot is going to connect, get close,
then “aim small, miss small.” It’s a
process of becoming more a hunter
and less a shooter. To many it’s as
good as it gets in bowhunting.
Longbows and recurves add a
new dimension to the bowhunting
experience and the good news is that
most compound shooters are not

About The Author

The new Recon and Galaxy ILF risers from
Lancaster/TradTech are for those shooters
looking for the rich natural look of wood
risers.

The Sky TDX 17 is the only ILF recurve utilizing the Mathews harmonic dampening
system. Mathews shooters will recognize
the shock-taming advantage.

Todd Smith has been a traditional bowhunter for over 40 years.
After learning the art of handcrafting wood arrows in Alaska from his
mentor John Dodge, he built
arrows professionally for several
years. In 2008, after a 19 year stint
with 3Rivers Archery, he made the
decision to help other businesses
grow and currently offers marketing services through his website
ToddSmithCo.com.
Todd Smith’s Traditional Focus
column in ArrowTrade is being
sponsored in part by Alaska
Bowhunting Supply.
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leaving their compounds behind;
they’re buying traditional bows as
well. Traditional bows offer a kind of
freedom, they’re light weight, they
can be shot off the shelf, and they
can be shot without sights. Shooting
stick-bows can be a natural and
effective point-and-shoot process.
That can be liberating to someone
with a strict shot sequence filled with
checks and balances. We’ve heard
from
countless
compound
bowhunters that hunting with a
recurve or longbow revitalized their
entire bowhunting experience. The
added excitement, extra challenges,
and increased feelings of accomplishment have drawn many compound shooters to the traditional
side of bowhunting.
An excellent example of this
“crossover bowhunter” is Fred
Eichler. Fred is a pro-staff shooter for
Hoyt, host of Easton’s Bowhunting
TV show, and a registered guide and
outfitter. He takes bowhunting seriously and he hunts with both compounds and recurves. He has been
shooting recurves for over 20 years
and believes that in most hunting
situations the recurve is an advantage, not a handicap. The speed in
which you can get off a shot and the
many unusual positions you often
need to shoot from allow the
recurve/longbow hunter to take
shots that may not have been possi-

ble with a compound. His advice to
bowhunters is not to worry about
what they shoot, but to shoot whatever they are most comfortable and
proficient with and if it works out for
them, it’s okay to shoot both.
As a store owner, there’s no
doubt your customers have already
been asking you about recurves and
longbows. How have you been dealing with that? Which bows make
that transition easier? Where do you
start? For the answers, read on.
Get the ball rolling. Shop owners
have shared with us that once they
started shooting a recurve or longbow many of their best customers
soon followed. They couldn’t stand
watching someone else have all the
fun. The up side to your involvement
is that if you aren’t already a traditional shooter, you’ll learn how to
answer the questions they’re going
to ask before they ask them. You’ll
become the expert. The sooner you
start shooting a modern traditional
bow the better. It does not need to
become your go-to bow, but as long
as you know how to shoot it well, and
keep one hanging on your range,
you’ll be in a position to put the bow
in their hands, and show them just
how easy they are to shoot. Once
they get a feel for how easy and fun
these bows are, it won’t take much
for you to close the sale.
There are many features that are

important to the crossover archer,
check the bows you’re considering
for your shop to see that they cover
the important bases.
Grip: The bow must feel good in
the archer’s hand. The more familiar
the grip feels the more the archer will
instantly like and trust the bow.
We’ve seen it over and over where a
compound shooter picks up a
recurve and wrinkles his nose stating, “It just doesn’t feel right.” That
isn’t likely to happen with these new
bows. The grip feels familiar. To give
your customers a better chance of

The 3Rivers Dalaa utilizes a proprietary
no-tools-needed attachment system and
the firm offers components for converting
ILF limbs to the Dalaa attachment system.
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carbon arrow weighing 604.4 grains
an average of 204 fps. That’s with a
finger release. Imagine what the
results would have been with a trigger release, shooting machine, and a
full 30 inch draw. You can see the test
videos at: www.BelcherBows.com .
Mass Weight: Compared to most
compounds, these bows are very
lightweight and they’re easy to carry
in the field all day. Bowhunters out
West will really appreciate the light
bow advantage.
Sights: Most traditional shooters
don’t use sights but with these bows
you can. It is a viable option. If a
bowhunter prefers using sights it’s
no problem with these bows. After
all, recurves with sights are used in
Olympic target archery and the
accuracy, especially at such long
ranges, is phenomenal.
Accessories: Like the compounds of today, these modern traditional bows are drilled and tapped
for sights, stabilizers, side quivers,
bowfishing reels, plungers, and rests.
Many of the accessories the customer is already using will fit right on
the pre-installed bushings. Having
the ability to use the same accessories is another good point to make
when closing the sale.
Take Down: You don’t take your
compound apart for travel so that’s a
feature often overlooked when considering these bows. They’re three
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The new all carbon ILF recurve from
Alaska Bowhunting Supply is the first of its
kind in a hunting bow.

the archer as well as his arrows.
Many traditional finger shooters
have adopted the three finger under
shooting style and these bows can be
adjusted to allow for that. No longer
do you have to have your bow specifically tillered for split finger or three
fingers under. Most are also weight
adjustable, allowing an average of
approximately 10 percent of the
weight at 28 inches. For instance, a
50 pound bow will be adjustable
from 47.5 pounds at 28 inches to
52.5 pounds at 28 inches. Since
most compound shooters are used
to precision bows with built in
adjustability, this is another important element.
Speed: Advancements in design
and materials technology is now
helping to produce some blazing fast
recurves and longbows. By taking
advantage of longer power strokes,
high-performance strings, and modern limb materials, we’ve seen IBO
speeds of up to 257 fps! (IBO parameters: 350 grain arrows in a 70
pound bow drawn 30 inches) That’s
pretty quick for a traditional bow
and that’s for comparison only. In
bowhunting situations it’s recommended that you use arrows of 6 or
more grains per inch. With a
bowhunting set up, Sky Archery
owner Jim Belcher tested one of his
SSR recurves, 62 pounds at 28 inches, and shot a GrizzlyStik Alaskan

×

finding a grip that suits them, stock
bows that offer interchangeable
grips. Normally these are available in
a low, medium, and high configuration. Most of the time the medium
grip is the standard grip that comes
with the bows from the factory but
you can offer them their choice at no
extra charge when fitting the bow to
them.
Shelf: To attract both the traditional market and the cross-over
crowd it’s important to offer the
choice between shooting off the
shelf or using an elevated rest and
plunger button. Most of these new
generation bows offer that option.
The Sky Archery TDX series takes
this concept a step further. With
their TDX recurves you can use just
about any rest on the market today
including the Whisker Biscuit, various drop-away rests, or simple stickon flipper rests. Features like that
can clinch the deal for a retail customer that’s still on the fence.
Arrows: Unless your customer is
shooting an overdraw now they
shouldn’t need to invest in new
arrows to start shooting these bows.
Their
current
arrows may not be
the optimum match
but the point is that
these modern traditional bows are so
adjustable
your
customers can get
by without the
expense of buying
all new arrows and
points at first. Sure,
they’ll want to get
some new arrows
soon enough, but
they don’t have to
just to get started.
That up front savings is often all it
takes to get them to
take the plunge.
Adjustability:
Most of these bows
offer
adjustable
tiller so the bow can
be fine tuned to fit

SAME GREAT GLUE
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piece take-downs so packing for a
hunt is easy and convenient. The
sections are so short that they can be
packed in the same hard case as your
arrows.
Durability: As technologically
advanced as they are, they’re still
basically simple. With fewer moving
parts there’s less to go wrong. They’re
very durable and it’s easy to pack
extra strings, limbs and even extra
risers. Hey, it happens. Bows can get
damaged. Having back-up limbs and
risers is cheap insurance. On an
expensive hunt or safari preparation
like that can save the hunt of a lifetime.
Shootability: These bows are
easy to shoot, especially where shots
are up close and personal. Of course
shooting these bows is different than
what compound shooters are used
to, but once they get a feel for the
natural fluid feeling of the shot
they’re sold. We’ll get into instinctive
shooting in a later column, but for
now we’ll plant the seed that the true
instinctive shooting style can be very
liberating. Watching a talented traditional shooter is amazing, especially
if your accuracy has historically
depended on sights, releases, peeps,
and rigid form.
ILF (International Limb Fitting):
Modular and cross-brand interchangeability is an important con-

To attract more shooters, Sky Archery offers ILF limbs
in both recurve & longbow versions.

sideration. When considering traditional bows for your compound customers it’s a good idea to opt for
bows using the ILF system for limbs
and limb pockets. This allows your
customers to mix and match brands
to customize a bow specifically for
themselves. It encourages testing
and results in many more bows,
limbs and risers purchased in their
quest for the ultimate set-up.
There’s quite a selection in highperformance recurve and longbows
that will attract the crossover archer.
Here is a brief overview.

3Rivers Archery
The 3Rivers Dalaa was introduced a few years back and utilizes a
proprietary limb and limb pocket
design but also offers a 21 inch ILF
riser for ILF fans. Rather than build
the Dalaa around the ILF standard,
they offer bushings to convert ILF
limbs for use on their standard Dalaa
risers. They utilize the DAS limb connection which is a no-tools-needed
take-down system designed with
adjustability of tiller, pre-load, and
bow weight in mind. Composite
grips are available in standard, low
and high versions and the bows are
available in Natural Gear Camo.
Their 17 inch and 21 inch risers,
machined from 6061-T6 aircraft aluminum alloy, allow shooting off the
shelf or with an elevated rest and
plunger in bows of 58 to 66 inches in
length and weights of 40 to 60
pounds at 28 inches. They claim
Olympic performance in a hunting
bow.

shooting competitions designed the
limbs to cast heavy arrows hard. Rae
Park, owner of Win & Win, combined a carbon only limb design
with a special wood core and further increased the stability and performance. Then Jim Belcher of Sky
Archery assisted with the final
design of the all carbon riser to add
grace, balance, and intrinsic performance to the bow with his insight.
They’ll be available in 62, 64, and 66
inch bows with standard weights of
50 to 75 pounds and special orders
for heavier bows will be accepted.
The second ABS bow will be the
first of its kind in a hunting bow, an
all carbon ILF recurve borrowing
heavily from the impressive Inno
CXT by Win & Win. They’ve been
specifically designed to cast heavy
arrows hard and to do it with the legendary dependability, stability, and

Alaska Bowhunting Supply
Alaska Bowhunting Supply is
offering two new traditional bows
this year. The first is their GrizzlyStik
Adcock, a high-performance longbow with a proprietary riser and
limb attachment system. O.L.
Adcock, winner of countless flight
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accuracy that Win & Win bows are
famous for. This new recurve is
expected to be available in time for
this year’s hunting season and will
offer all the versatility and advantages of the ILF system with Win &
Win innovations and manufacturing
techniques, with the aim of making
it the best in its class. Available in
weights of 50 to 75 pounds: Special
orders on heavier bows will be
accepted.

Hoyt
When it comes to recurves, the
Hoyt Gamemaster II is the bow of
choice for Fred Eichler. The
Gamemaster II sports an innovative
21 inch TEC riser and makes a
smooth shooting 62 inch recurve
bow. It comes with a handmade
Flemish string, low-stack limbs with
precision alignment, a custom travel
case and your choice of ultra-realistic Realtree APG HD camo or a stylish black and maple finish. If you’re
customers are already Hoyt compound shooters, the Gamemaster II
is a great choice.

TradTech/Lancaster Archery
TradTech/Lancaster Archery is
offering two new ILF risers and two
new sets of ILF limbs. The TradTech
Recon riser is 15 inches for 56, 58, or
60 inch bows and the Galaxy riser is
17 inches for 58, 60, or 62 inch bows
with ILF limbs. Both risers accept
TradTech and all ILF recurve and
longbow limbs. They were designed
in the U.S.A. and are custom made
for TradTech by Samick. The deflex
design maximizes shootability and
they’re weight adjustable. They offer
an easy tiller adjustment for split or
three fingers under shooting styles
and a lateral limb adjustment feature
as well. Both come with a narrow,
medium wrist grip and a radiused
shelf for traditional rug rests.
For their ILF limbs, they have the
Black Max laminated black fiberglass
with a hardrock maple core and Fast
Flite limb tips. They also have Black
Max Carbon limbs with Zentron SBias Carbon and Hardrock Maple
under black fiberglass. These limbs
incorporate ILF hardware to fit on
any ILF riser and come in short,

medium, and long lengths. Available
weights are from 35 to 60 pounds in
5 pound increments.

Sky Archery
Earl Hoyt Jr. invented the ILF system so it’s quite fitting that Sky
Archery is continuing his tradition of
innovation. Jim Belcher, new owner
of Sky Archery, is offering a fresh way
to market recurves and longbows by
encouraging archers to embrace and
use both the compound and the
recurve/longbow.
His new ILF riser, called the Sky
TDX 17, is a 17 inch riser with a couple of twists. First, it’s the only traditional riser to incorporate the
Mathews harmonic dampening system and you’re going to have to shoot
this bow to believe the difference that
makes. The sight window is cut well
past center allowing the use of nearly
any rest on the market today and it
offers plenty of clearance for all feathers and vanes including Blazer vanes.
There’s even a factory installed rare
earth magnet inside the riser that will
activate Tracer nocks eliminating the
need to install one later. These guys
thought of everything.
The Sky TDX 17 inch riser will
make recurve bows of 58, 60, and 62
inches and if you use their longbow
limbs you can get a 60 or 62 inch
longbow. Tests have shown that this
riser with Sky limbs will average 193
fps with arrows of 9 grains/pound of
bow weight. (That’s a 540 grain arrow
in a 60 inch bow.) The bow is available
in Lost Camo and Black Carbon film
dips as well as black, green, and red
anodizing. This is one heck of a bow
and tough to beat. If you’re looking
for innovative design in a precision
package that intertwines with compound technology, look to the Sky
TDX 17.
As bowhunters we’re always looking for the perfect bow, or at least for
our next challenge. Once you
embrace the true potential and benefits of these modern traditional
recurves and longbows you open the
door to a new world of adventure for
compound shooters who are ready
for a change. You’ll also find that
many traditional shooters are actually moving toward these high-tech

recurves and longbows because
their accuracy and success are
increased. When you improve the
bowhunting experience for your customers, they’re more invested. As
their interest goes up, you’ll see them
more at your indoor leagues. The
more they’re involved, the greater the
chance of their passion oozing over
into their families. Then we’re enticing the next generation.
There are measurable benefits for
adding bows such as these to your
lineup. You’ve got the potential for a
lot of gain with little risk and investment. If you’ve been looking for ways
to expand your market during challenging economic times, go for it. Add
modern traditional bows to your
arsenal. It might just be the next big
thing.
For more information visit:
www.3riversarchery.com
www.alaskabowhunting.com
www.hoytusa.com
www.lancasterarchery.com
www.skyarchery.com
www.tradtech.com
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